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AspenTech Optimize 2019

During May 2019, our team from BluESP and 4Sight
Holdings attended the AspenTech OPTIMIZE 2019
event in Houston, Texas.

AspenTech’s OPTIMIZE 2019 is the industry-leading
conference on asset optimization and operational
excellence. More than 75 AspenTech customer
organizations present on real projects from around the
world to guide industry leaders with best practices. A
three-day exclusive event in Houston, TX, USA,
OPTIMIZE 2019 invites more than 1,000 customers and
professionals to network and learn how to accelerate
their company’s digital journey.

Wilhelm Swart and Hennie Jacobs (BluESP), Vince Raseroka (4Sight Holdings), Rob 
Minaglia and Mark Threadgold from the AspenTech Global Partner Management team

BluESP is an AspenTech partner and brings their
technologies to the African market. BluESP also sells
and supports the Aspen Engineering Suite that enable
seamless workflow in the design and costing of new
processes for industrial customers.
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AspenTech is currently focused on the 
following key digital themes including:

Collaboration:
Between various product solutions groups to 
streamline integration.

Embedded AI:
In most of the product solutions including 
engineering, manufacturing, supply chain, 
planning and maintenance.

User Experience:
Improve usability by simplification and adding AI 
cognitive guidance to assist the user.

Cloud: 
To make deployment easier and faster.
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AspenTech is democratising the use of data analytics
in normal process-, maintenance-, reliability- engineer
and even advanced operators where applicable.

This is making our customers less dependent on
managing the complexity of data science and data
scientists being the only people that can drive value
from data analytics.

AspenTech is democratising data usage 
to all (democratisation of data analytics)

Infusing embedded AI, machine-learning and re-enforce
learning in all current AspenTech solutions will help our
customers understand their non-pristine processes or
data areas.

Most of our customers have 5, 10, 20 up to 30 years’
worth of data stored away. This stored data can be
used to: (a) learn from, (b) solve current business
problems and (c) be applied to automated optimisation
solutions using AI.

We now see the inclusion of AI, advanced analytics and
deep learning into existing AspenTech industrial
solutions, adding to their many years’ worth of domain
knowledge, rules, chemistry and process functionality.

AspenTech are thus building on their development
experience of the past by adding Embedded AI, for
example:

1. Aspen ProMV Advanced Analytics + APC to deliver
more autonomous Batch APC with embedded AI.

2. Aspen APC with AI to deliver new machine learning
controllers with normal dynamic APC controllers to
solve more complex faster/steeper step change
control challenges and follow these more
dynamically with AI assistance.

AspenTech is infusing embedded 
AI into all product solutions groups
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In short, assets can drift away from their asset
optimisation models over time. Embedded AI with the
existing asset models can help automatically remove
these drifts in the models.

It is now time for the asset model and asset AI to be
joined at the hip, where for example the model tells us
“where-we-are” and the AI tells us “where-we-going”.
We use embedded AI to learn the behaviour and
adaptability of the asset from current and past data
and to give better guidance to operators and plant
controllers.

For example, in complex asset optimization scenarios,
the AspenTech models can quickly simulate step
changes and AspenTech embedded AI will follow to
swiftly stabilize assets.

The benefit of these hybrid modelling technologies is
that they are making optimisation simpler, faster and
easier. Hybrid modelling can follow and act on current
industrial asset reality much faster. It can also help
with improved workflow between engineering, planning
and operations. Some examples are:

Hybrid GDot Modelling brings information together
from various sources:

• Multi Plant / Process Control – The Advanced
Process Control Layer;

Hybrid Modelling Technology 
from AspenTech

Picture taken by: Wilhelm Swart  | AspenTech OPTIMIZE 2019

• Mass & Flow Balancing – The online data
reconciliation layer;

• Planning & Scheduling – Continues production
demand planning, scheduling;

• Asset Model - Automation Optimization.

Aspen GDot uses AI to better analyse the APC plant
control, planning & schedule and maintenance
prediction data from many plant areas, processing it
faster in roughly minute intervals and sending new
optimize operation parameters to all plants
automatically, faster than ever before.

This opens huge site wide asset optimisation and
subsequent profitability for our customers. By making
the optimisation turnaround much faster the result is
better production, yields, quality and the ability to
deliver more cost effectively.

Hybrid Batch APC & ProMV Modelling can run batch
optimisation in real-time. Using embedded AI in ProMV
to check continuously (every second) if your batch
quality is still on the right track. Then using this
guidance output data as input, a Batch APC control can
deliver a 20% to 30% improvement in batch cycle,
throughput and yield.

This allows us to run processes or batches closer to
the optimal edge using shorter autonomous
optimisation control cycles, away from the more
conservative slow norms that most operators run
batches at today.
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1. Make sure you first go for focused optimisation
areas with the highest possible benefits.

2. Ensure that you have the right in-house team
onboard & engaged, that together want to drive
this optimisation initiative in a focused agile
manner.

3. Focus on bridging multiple functional groups from
the start, learn more dynamically and faster, learn
from historical data. Use AI-Embedded solutions
that help operations to make much faster and
better decisions continuously in sometimes a
semi-autonomous way.

4. The speed of project Implementation in waves and
sprints must be faster than before and use
partners with required domain and technology
experience.

How and where to focus first 
on digital transformation?

AspenTech’s objective is to clearly show the business
value of interconnected business process and asset
optimisation solutions.

By using engineering, manufacturing, supply chain,
planning and maintenance operational excellence
Solutions together, we can leverage better asset
optimization, and to run assets safer, greener, faster
and longer.

AspenTech’s new digital 
reference architectures

Picture taken by: Wilhelm Swart  | AspenTech OPTIMIZE 2019
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For further information, please contact me:

Wilhelm Swart
Managing Director
BluESP 

Mobile: +27 83 266 4185
Email: wilhelm.swart@bluesp.co.za

Visit our new website: www.bluesp.co.za



ABOUT 4SIGHT HOLDINGS

As a multi-national diversified investment 
holding Group, we leverage our subsidiaries’ 
extensive product and services portfolio of 
Industry 4.0 technology solutions, to create 
impact that empowers customers to make 
better and more informed decisions in the 
modern digital economy.

Our business model is to enable our subsidiaries to
take advantage of various products and solutions
within our Group of companies, to deliver digital
transformation solutions to their customers.

Our subsidiaries focus on a cross section of
established, new and emerging technologies. This
includes (but is not limited to) Autonomous and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions with Machine
Learning, Big Data, Cloud and Business Intelligence
solutions, Simulation, Augmented and Virtual Reality
solutions.

These technologies manifest in the various solutions
we deliver to customers in the telecommunications,
mining, manufacturing, energy, chemicals, private and
public sector.

4Sight Holdings is now positioned as the “Digitalisation
partner of choice ”for customers to embark on and take
advantage of the Fourth Industrial Revolution journey.

.
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For further information, please contact me:

Willie Ackermann
Chief Sales Officer 
4Sight Holdings

Mobile: +27 83 653 4885
Email: williea@4sightholdings.com 

ABOUT 4SIGHT’S MMEC CLUSTER

Digitisation and technology are driving unprecedented
change within the mining, resources and manufacturing
industries. Increasingly, companies across the globe
are digitising physical processes through the
implementation of industry 4.0 technologies such as
Industrial Internet of Things (IIOT), Cloud Computing,
Big Data Analytics, Simulation (Digital Twin),
Autonomous Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning to
automate various functions.

The Mining, Manufacturing, Energy and
Chemicals (MMEC) Cluster provides key 4IR
technologies and services needed to help
industrial customers with their full end-to-end
digital transformation journey, while following
a cost effective and low risk self-funding
methodology. This allows customers to
remain competitive in the digital economy
while making sure any digital initiative has a
6 month or better return on investment (ROI).

The MMEC Cluster has continued to grow and now
consists mainly of six key Subsidiaries namely BluESP,
Age Technologies, Simulation Engineering
Technologies, Ntsika, One Source Africa and Strategix
SAS.

For further information, please contact me:

Rudi Dreyer
Executive: MMEC Cluster
4Sight Holdings

Mobile: +27 82 653 5950
Email: rudi@4sightholdings.com 
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